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WBC event information:  

I received below mail from Jason.  

Dear Hiro  

   

Thanks for the BIU news.  

I have recieved mail of WBC Agenda from Mr. Radim Kakac today.   

The information is put on Xbreaker as below:  

   

http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=3363  

   

The rider including Elite is informed already.  

   

Best Regards  

Jason  

   

   

ENTRY:  

I received the entry list from Denmark.  

Hello Mr. Hiro  



   

Here you have entry form from the Danish rider.  

As delegate and team manager, Ole Kristensen will only be attending 
in Spain.  

   

Thanks  

Nanna  

Med venlig hilsen/Best regards  

Trialaction  

Ole Kristensen  

Thanks a lot to Ole and Nanna!.  

   

   

Ben’s bib No.:  

Giuliano made start the voting and Ben’s bib No. will be determined soon.  

The reason that I asked vote decision is, normal way, he will be No. 14 in Elite. But after 
we have already decided all Elite bib No., it should be better to put him at the last in the 
list of Elite (bib No. will be 20) to avoid confusion. For this, need the agreement of the 
presidium.  

Dear Giuliano,  

   

It is the time to make medals and jersey for WBC 2013.  

Please make order for medals (top 3 in each category) and champion 
jersey (only the champion in each category except Scratch, Nation and 
Constructor).  

Please contact to Rafa (Biketrial Spain), same as Josep, it is very 
difficult to communicate for me.  

And then I will pay the cost in Czech.  

   



Sincerely yours,  

Hiro  

Dear Giuliano and friends,  

   

I say YES.  

I say yes for accepting Ben and giving him start no. 20.  

   

Yours  

Lukas  

   

PS: This year we must set clear rule for cases like this. As Hiro 
proposed, we will have to set the deadline and procedure for Elite 
riders asking for keeping them in Elite class.  

Dear Lukas,  

   

thank you for the vote.  

   

Giuliano  

Dear Hiro,  

   

Lukas Burianek send me answer about Ben Savage,  

Please, express your vote.  

   

Thank you very much,  

Giuliano  

Dear Giuliano,  

   



I explained the reason of giving the number 20 to Ben by exception . 
Then of course “YES” but better to see the other members’ decission 
if they are corporative or not for this matter.  

   

Sincerely yours,  

Hiro  

Hello Jean,  

   

thank you very much for your answer. With your vote the voting on 
Ben Savage number is ok. Thank you.  

   

Best regards,  

Giuliano Gualeni  

Dear Ben,  

   

The presidium has decided your Elite number this year.  

It is No. 20.  

   

Sincerely yours,  

Hiro  

   

The latest list of Elite 2013 and the bib No. as follows:  

1. COMAS Daniel/Catalonia  

2. KOLAR Vaclav/Czech  

3. GUTIERREZ Raul/Spain  

4. HERKA David/Czech  

5. YAMAMOTO Masaya/Japan  

6. ALONSO Javier/Spain  



7. KOLB Maxme/France  

8. NYMANN Joacim/Sweden  

9. LEVIN Bjorn/Sweden  

10. JANOSKA Ladislav/Slovakia  

11. WILSON Scot/UK 

12. KOCIS Jan/Slovakia  

13. BATLLE Angel/Catalonia  

14. TIBAU ROURA Rafael/Catalonia 

15. REMY Morgan/France  

16. FIGUERAS VINAS Juan/Catalonia 

17. MOLLA GARCIA Armand/Catalonia 

18. ZHAO Xuan/China 

19. ANSIS Dermaks/Latvia  

(NEW) 20. SAVAGE Ben/UK  

   

   

Medals and jersey for WBC 2013:  

Giuliano has accepted to order those material to Biketrial Spain. I always ask it to the 
origin country of our sport and I think they have the stock of BIU original designed 
medals there. In the case if they do not want to help, Giuliano will try to make it in Italy 
for the solution. Thanks Giuliano.  

Dear Giuliano,  

   

It is the time to make medals and jersey for WBC 2013.  

Please make order for medals (top 3 in each category) and champion 
jersey (only the champion in each category except Scratch, Nation and 
Constructor).  

Please contact to Rafa (Biketrial Spain), same as Josep, it is very 
difficult to communicate for me.  



And then I will pay the cost in Czech.  

   

Sincerely yours,  

Hiro  

Dear Hiro,  

it’s not a problem for me prepare medals and jersey.  

I have two solution:  

   

A) If you have the original design of jersey and medals I can ask to 
my customer to create it.  

B) I contact Rafa and Josep and try to prepare all things with their.  

   

I prefer solution A.  

Have you original draw ?  

Maybe can be enough a detailed photo.  

   

Best regards,  

Giuliano  

Dear Giuliano,  

   

Please try to ask Rafa first.  

Medal: They keep the original design medals.  

Jersey: I think there will be no problem for them.  

In case that they cannot make it any more, please try to solve.  

   

Sincerely yours,  

Hiro  



Dear Hiro,  

   

ok. I try to contact Rafa.  

   

Giuliano  

   

   

   

Sincerely yours,  

Hiro  

29/05/2013  

   

 


